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Asymptotic solutions to two-point boundary value problems for certain equations
Ž . Ž .of the form e x s g x f x on 0 F t F 1 are obtained featuring an interior shockÈ Ç
Ž . Ž .layer where the solution jumps from nearly x 0 to nearly x 1 . Q 2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn Bohe 3]7 , the asymptotic solution of the two-point Dirichlet bound-Â
ary value problem for the scalar autonomous second-order singularly
perturbed nonlinear ordinary differential equation
e x s g x f x 1Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç
with separated variables x and x on the interval 0 F t F 1 is studiedÇ
presuming, in addition to natural limited smoothness assumptions, that f
satisfies the sign condition
¤f ¤ ) 0 for ¤ / 0Ž .
and the Osgood condition
‘ ¤
d¤ s ‘,H f ¤Ž .
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and that g satisfies
g x 0 ) 0 ) g x 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
and
x
G x ’ g s ds ) 0 for x 0 - x - x 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Ž .x 0
plus the Rankine]Hugoniot condition
G x 1 s 0. 3Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Thus, in particular, Eq. 3 shows that the two prescribed boundary values
Ž .for x are in a natural sense exactly balanced while the other restriction
Ž .on them shows that the solution x t must pass through at least one
interior turning point where g becomes zero and the reduced equation is
Žsingular. The Osgood condition, familiar from uniqueness theory cf.
w x w xCoddington and Levinson 8 , arose in Vishik and Lyusternik 27 and
Ž . < <limits f ¤ to quadratic or lesser growth in ¤ as ¤ “ ‘. A somewhat
analogous treatment for the simpler first-order scalar equations e x sÇ
Ž . Ž . w xa t b x is given in O'Malley 23 .
Ž w x.Bohe uses nonstandard analysis cf. Diener and Diener 13 to showÂ
that the limiting solution jumps monotonically from the constant outer
Ž . Ž .solution x 0 to the constant x 1 in a thin neighborhood of the interior
point
g x 1Ž .Ž .
T s . 4Ž .0 g x 1 y g x 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
This is natural since the autonomous reduced equation has constant
Žsolutions. Imagine the importance of such a result for designing variable-
mesh computational schemes, even though the shock location T will turn0
.out to be supersensitive to perturbations in the endvalues. The thickness
of this shock layer of nonuniform convergence about T is, by contrast,0
shown to depend on the function f rather than g. Bohe's work builds onÂ
and is motivated by that of Diener, Howes, and Matkowsky, among others
Ž w x w x w x .cf. Diener 11, 12 , Howes 15 , and Matkowsky 20 , for example . When
Ž . Žthe Rankine]Hugoniot condition 3 is not satisfied except, possibly, by
. Ž .an asymptotically small amount , the solution x t will instead feature a
constant outer solution and a single endpoint layer. A decreasing solution
Ž . Ž .would be analogously found when x 0 ) x 1 . We will be particularly
Ž . sinterested in the situations when f ¤ s ¤ for s s 1 and 2. Intermediate
3 w xvalues of s, such as s s , are considered in Bohe 7 , but they may be lessÂ2
likely to occur in applications.
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One of Bohe's clever techniques is to simultaneously consider theÂ
singularly perturbed boundary value problem for the inverse function
Ž . Ž .t x . This makes sense since x t ) 0 everywhere. Otherwise, x would beÇe e
Ž .a constant since the differential equation 1 directly implies that all higher
Ž . Ž .derivatives of x t are zero at any zero of x. The graph of t x isÇ
Ž .conveniently obtained from that of x t by a quarter-plane rotation. Thus,
Ž . Ž . Ž .a shock layer for x t between constant outer limits x 0 and x 1 implies
Ž .two boundary layers and a constant outer limit for t x and vice versa.
Ž .3 Ž .Since t9 s 1rx implies that t0 s yx t9 , t x must satisfy the singularlyÇ È
perturbed boundary value problem,
3
e t0 s yg x t9 f 1rt9 , with t x j s j for j s 0 and 1, 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
whose variables are again separated. Now, however, the first-order equa-
tion for t9 is separable and thereby quite tractable.
Bohe's main results follow naturally when we introduce the velocityÂ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ t s x t s V x . Then x s VV9 shows that the phase plane orbits V xÇ È
Ž . Ž .satisfy eVV9 s g x f V . Thus,
xr 1 1V
dr s g s ds s G x 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hf r e eŽ .Ž . Ž .x 0 x 0Ç
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žfor some initial shooting value V x 0 s x 0 positive, but presumablyÇ
.asymptotically small which must be selected so the solution of the result-
Ž .ing initial value problem for x t attains the prescribed terminal value
Ž .x 1 . Note the parallel relationship between the form of the implicit
Ž . Ž .solution Eq. 6 and the hypotheses on f and g and, further, that Eq. 6
Ž . Ž .would also result immediately from Eq. 1 after multiplication by xrf x .Ç Ç
Moreover, the sign condition on f and the implicit function theorem
1Ž . Ž .guarantee that we can solve Eq. 6 for V as a function of G x . Settinge
G xŽ .
V x s h 7Ž . Ž .ž /e
and differentiating with respect to x shows that we can uniquely obtain the
Ž .wanted function h u as the monotonically increasing solution of the
initial value problem
dh
h s f h , h 0 s x 0 . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
du
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Ž . w xAlternatively, Bohe introduced the function h u through Diener's 12Â
Ž . Ž .obser¤ability plane for x t . Because dt s dxrV x ,
x dr
t x s . 9Ž . Ž .He G rŽ .Ž .x 0
h ž /e
Thus,
drŽ .x 1
1 sH G rŽ .Ž .x 0
h ž /e
provides the extra condition to use to uniquely obtain the smoothing
Ž . Ž . Ž .parameter h 0 s x 0 . The uniqueness of t x might also be shown usingÇ
Ž w x w x.the maximum principle cf. Bohe 3 and Dorr et al. 14 .Â
Ž . Ž .Note that h will be asymptotically large in Eq. 9 since G is positive
Ž . Ž .when r is away from the endpoints x 0 and x 1 . This shows that most of
Ž .the unit transit time t in Eq. 9 is spent at r values near these endpoints.
G rŽ .Ž . Ž .Since h 0 is to be asymptotically zero, h is nearly proportional to its
e
1 Ž . Ž .derivative h9 0 g r with respect to r there, so the time spent locally is
e
Ž . Ž . Ž .inversely proportional to g r at r s x 0 or x 1 , respectively. Because
Ž .x t jumps abruptly near T , we obtain0
1
T g x 0Ž .Ž .0
; ,1 11 y
g x 0 g x 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .in agreement with Eq. 4 . That the full asymptotic power series expansion
Ž .for the shock location T e is independent of f , as we will readily show for
the stationary Burgers equation, may seem an interesting surprise, but it
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..holds generally. If g x 0 s g x 1 s 0, a more sophisticated asymptotic
Ž . w xevaluation of t x might be attempted. Note, further, that Bohe 5 findsÂ
solutions with multiple jumps when G has several equal minima at turning
points of the same order.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Separating variables in Eq. 5 shows that s x s t9 x satisfies
ds 1Ž .1rx 0Ç s G xŽ .H 3 es f 1rsŽ .s
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or, equivalently,
1
s x s .Ž .e G xŽ .
h ž /e
Ž Ž ..Thus, the values of s x j for j s 0 and 1 are asymptotically large, while
Ž . Ž .s x is asymptotically small within the x-interval. Moreover, t x is againe
Ž .determined by Eq. 9 . Bohe also introduces a second observability planeÂ
by setting
1ÄS t s h W t s s x , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /e
ÄdS dh dW 2Ä ÄŽ .where e s s yh gf. Defining h n through the initial value prob-
dt dn dt
lem
Ädh 1 1
2Ä Äs h f , h 0 s 11Ž . Ž .ž /Ädn x 0Ž .Çh
requires that
dW
s yg x . 12Ž . Ž .
dt
1ÄŽ .The correspondence with the preceding follows by taking h n s and
h uŽ .
Ž . Ž Ž ..G x s W t x .
Ž .Recall that x t is nearly constant away from T where it changese 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..abruptly. Initially x ; x 0 , so W 0 s G x 0 ; 0 implies that
W t ; yg x 0 tŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .for t - T . Likewise, W 1 s G x 1 ; 0 and x ; x 1 for t ) T imply0 0
that
W t ; g x 1 1 y tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .there. Because t x has the constant outer limit T away from the0
Ž .endpoints, continuity of W or simple matching implies that
yg x 0 T s g x 1 1 y T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . w xwhich again provides us Eq. 4 . Note that Reyna and Ward 26 used an
analogous WKB method to circumvent some of the complications of
Ždynamic metastability for viscous shock equations cf. also Laforgue et al.
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w x.18 . This elementary argument of Bohe does not seem to work to higherÂ
ÇŽ . Ž .orders, since the jump in g x at T forces W t to jump there.0
2. BURGERS EQUATION
Let us consider the special case of the quasilinear stationary Burgers
equation
1
e x s y x x 13Ž .È Çž /2
Ž . Ž .with prescribed boundary values x 0 and x 1 satisfying
1x 0 - - x 1 14Ž . Ž . Ž .2
and the Rankine]Hugoniot condition
x 1 s 1 y x 0 . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Note that the nonlinear ordinary differential equation 13 is of fundamen-
tal importance because it provides travelling wave solutions to the corre-
Žsponding time-dependent partial differential equation whose basic signifi-
w x .cance in applications is highlighted in Whitham 28 and elsewhere .
Ž .Integrating the differential equation 13 once shows that
21
22e x s k y x y ,Ç ž /2
21Ž . 'where the positive constant k e s x 0 y q 2e x 0 has theŽ . Ž .ÇŽ .2
asymptotic limit
1k ’ y x 0 .Ž .0 2
1 k1y1 Ž . Ž .Separating variables again shows that tanh x y s t y c , so all2k 2 e
Ž .solutions of Eq. 13 have the form
1 k
x t s q k tanh t y c , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .e ž /2 2e
Žwhere c is the time when x is 1r2. A complementary representation
.using the coth function is also sometimes convenient. In the limiting
Ž .situation that x 0 s 1r2, we would have the constant solution obtained
for k ’ 0.
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Ž . Ž .The solution 16 clearly features an O e -thin shock layer about the
1interior point c, with the constant asymptotic limits " k obtained on its2
two sides. Applying the boundary conditions requires that
1 kc kc
x 0 y s k tanh y or k tanh s k ,Ž . 0ž / ž /2 2e 2e
1 k
x 1 y s k tanh 1 y c s k .Ž . Ž . 0ž /2 2e
The symmetry of tanh h about h s 0 forces us to take
c s 1r2, 17Ž .
1Ž .so the shock where x s and the limiting equation is singular is2
Ž .precisely located at the midpoint of the time interval. Moreover, k e must
satisfy the resulting transcendental equation
k tanh kr4e s k . 18Ž . Ž .0
y2 u Ž y4u .Since tanh u s 1 y 2 e q O e as u “ ‘, it follows that
k e s k 1 q 2 eyk 0 r2 e q eyk 0 re q ??? . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Thus, asymptotics beyond all orders comes into play through the difference
k y k . When we neglect them, the resulting approximation0
1 k 10
x t ; q k tanh t yŽ .e 0 ž /ž /2 2e 2
Ž N .remains uniformly valid to all orders O e . The shooting parameter
1 2
2 2 2 yk re0x 0 s k e y k ; k eŽ . Ž .Ç Ž .0 02e e
is only asymptotically exponentially small, but its positive value is critical
Ž . Ž . Ž .for providing the liftoff needed to take x t from x 0 to x 1 . Note thate
Ž . Ž .the exact representation Eq. 16 shows that the asymptotic solution x te
is completely determined as a function of the stretched shock-layer time
variable
1 1
k s t y . 20Ž .ž /e 2
k 12 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover, x t s k r2e sech t y has its O 1re maximum atÇ Ž .2ž /2e
t s 1r2.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .When x t satisfies Burgers equation 13 , t x satisfies the quadrati-
cally nonlinear equation
21e t0 s x y t9 . 21Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Its direct asymptotic solution, which features boundary layers at both
Žendpoints, is not easy to obtain except, perhaps, through the separable
Ž . Ž ..first-order equation for s x s t9 x . If we seek a formal outer expansion
T x , e ; T x q eT x q e 2T x q ??? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
the differential equation requires that
2XT s 0,Ž .0
1 X X Yx y 2T T s T ,Ž . 0 1 02
2X X X Y1x y 2T T q T s T ,Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 1 12
1 X X X X Yx y 2T T q 2T T s T ,Ž .Ž . 0 3 1 2 22
Y 1 X 2Ž . Ž .Ž .etc. Thus, we take T x s C and integrate T s x y T to get0 0 1 12
X 1 12 2Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž2rT s y x y q p and T x s C y 1rp ln p y x q r p q1 1 1 1 1 1 12 2
1 ..x y . We might hope to obtain the constants of integration by simply2
adding endpoint layer corrections and matching, but studying boundary
Ž w xlayer resonance cf. Ackerberg and O'Malley 1 and e.g., O'Malley and
w x.Ward 24 suggests that the precision of exponential asymptotics may be
required to specify the unknown constants of the outer expansion. The
Ž . Ž . Ž .exact solution Eqs. 16 ] 19 for x t , however, shows thate
11 2e 1 1 e k q x y 2y1t y s tanh x y s ln . 22Ž .1ž / ž /2 k k 2 k k y x q 2
This corresponds to the two-term outer solution
11 e k q x y0 2
T x , e s q ln 23Ž . Ž .1ž /2 k k y x q0 0 2
1 1Ž . Ž .obtained for k s k . Because x 0 s y k and x 1 s s k , the sec-0 0 02 2
ond term of this outer solution is singular at both endpoints, while the
Ž .exact solution Eq. 22 instead features nonuniform convergence there
from the outer limit 1r2 to the appropriate endvalue 0 or 1, again
precisely due to the asymptotically negligible difference k y k . Rewriting0
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Ž .the solution Eq. 22 as
1 e x y x 0 e x 1 y xŽ . Ž .
t x s q ln 1 q y ln 1 q 24Ž . Ž .e ž / ž /2 k k y k k k y k0 0
Ž .suggests that the initial layer for t x is asymptotically described by using
x y x 0Ž .the coordinate while the appropriate terminal layer stretching is
k y k 0
Ž Ž . . Ž . w xx 1 y x r k y k . We note that Vishik and Lyusternik 27 already0
anticipated that such endpoint layers are exponentially narrow with respect
Ž .to e . At x s 1r2, the second term in Eq. 23 vanishes, in agreement with
Bohe's two-term expansion for the shock location.Â
The importance of exponential asymptotics is further demonstrated by
Žthe phenomena of supersensiti¤ity i.e., the sensitive dependence of the
. Ž w xshock location on the prescribed boundary values cf. Bohe 3, 6 andÂ
w x.Laforgue and O'Malley 17 . We will illustrate this for the example
1 1 1
ya ree x s y x x , x 0 s y k , x 1 s q k 1 y 2 eŽ . Ž . Ž .È Ç 0 0ž /2 2 2
25Ž .
for 0 - a - k r2. Note that when a s 0, the limiting solution is constant0
Ž .except for an O e -thin endpoint layer near t s 1. Moreover, for a ) 0,
Ž . Ž .Eq. 25 fails to satisfy the Rankine]Hugoniot condition 15 by only an
asymptotically negligible amount. As a result, we might anticipate that the
solution will feature a shock layer located somewhere between t s 1r2
and 1.
Ž . Ž .The solution of Eq. 25 must still have the form of Eq. 16 , but the
boundary conditions now require that
kc
yk s k tanh y ,0 ž /2e
26Ž .
k
ya rek 1 y 2 e s k tanh 1 y c .Ž . Ž .0 ž /2e
kc yk creŽ .For c ) 0, k s k coth ; k 1 q 2 e q ??? shows that k y k is0 0 02e
asymptotically negligible. The second condition then reduces asymptoti-
cally to
2k eyk 0 cre y eyk 0Ž1yc.re q eya re q ??? s 0.Ž .0
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For 0 - a - k r2, we can balance the two dominant terms by selecting0
c s 1 y ark , 27Ž .0
Ž . ya reso k 1 y c s a. Thus, the negligible perturbation y2k e of the0 0
terminal value as the parameter a increases from 0 to k r2 converts the0
terminal boundary layer to a shock layer located at 1 y ark , so moving0
e1 y1Ž .between t s 1 and 1r2. When a s k r2 and c ; q sinh 1r2 , all0 2 k
three terms are balanced, while eya re is smaller than both eyk 0 cre and
eyk 0Ž1yc.re for c s 1r2 when a ) k r2. We could locate the shock layer0
Ž . Ž .in 0, 1r2 by analogously perturbing x 0 and could likewise examine the
1effect of asymptotically negligible shifts in g s y x on the shock's2
location. Note that the supersensitivity forebodes doom in carelessly using
numerical software.
3. THE VISCOUS SHOCK EQUATION
The equation
e x s g x x 28Ž . Ž .È Ç
generalizes Burgers equation. It has considerable independent interest,
however. For example, the special case when
1 y2g x s g q 1 y x and 1 - g - 5r3Ž . Ž .2
Ž w x w xmodels compressible flow in nozzles cf. Crocco 10 , Pearson 25 , and
w x.Howes 16 . Likewise, it includes certain boundary layer resonance prob-
Ž w x. Ž .lems with multiple turning points cf. Matkowsky 20 . Integrating Eq. 28
once gives
e x s G x q e x 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ç Ç
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Žso G x 1 s 0 implies that x 0 s x 1 . The same first integral alsoÇ Ç
Ž .Ž .2 .results when e t0 s yg x t9 is integrated once. Separating variables,
we get
x ds
t x s e 29Ž . Ž .He G s q e x 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Çx 0
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Ž w x w x.cf., e.g., Allen and O'Malley 2 and O'Malley 21 . Moreover, we might
use integration by parts to rewrite
e e G xŽ .
t x s y ln x 0 q ln q x 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Çe ž /g x 0 g x eŽ . Ž .Ž .
x g 9 s G sŽ . Ž .
q e ln q x 0 ds. 30Ž . Ž .ÇH 2 ž /eg sŽ .Ž .x 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..For any interior x value, G x ) 0, while G x j s 0 for j s 0 and 1.
Ž .Since ln x 0 is not small, this suggests that the primary contributions toÇ
Ž . Ž .the t integral Eq. 29 come from near the endpoints x j . Using, for
Ž . Ž .example, the Taylor series for g about x 0 , the substitution s s x 0 q
p 1 e 2 2Ž . w Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..xe implies the local expansion G s s p q p g 9 x 0 rg x 0
g x 0 e 2Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž ..q ??? . Since t x 1 s 1, we naturally rewrite the monotonic functione
Ž .t x as the ratioe
x dsH G sŽ .Ž .x 0 q x 0Ž .Ç
e
t x s . 31Ž . Ž .e dsŽ .x 1H G sŽ .Ž .x 0 q x 0Ž .Ç
e
Ž . Ž .Using the series about x 0 and x 1 to asymptotically evaluate both
Ž .integrals should ultimately provide the outer expansion for t x , ine
agreement with that more easily obtained in the special case of Burgers
equation.
4. A QUADRATICALLY NONLINEAR PROBLEM
The equation
2
e x s g x x 32Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç
Ž .is not simple to solve for x t , but the corresponding linear equation
e t0 q g x t9 s 0 33Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž x yŽ1re .GŽ p. .for t x has the general solution t x s c q H e dp c . Apply-1 2
Ž Ž ..ing the boundary conditions t x j s j for j s 0 and 1 provides the
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unique monotonic solution
xt xŽ .e yŽ1re .GŽ s.t x s for t x ’ e ds. 34Ž . Ž . Ž .He et x 1Ž .Ž . Ž .x 0e
Ž .We can obtain the asymptotic behavior of t x by integrating repeatedlye
by parts or, equivalently, using Laplace's method. Thus
x 1 d
yŽ1 re .GŽ r .t x s ye e drŽ . Ž .He g r drŽ .Ž .x 0
xe e g 9 rŽ .yŽ1 re .GŽ x . yŽ1re .GŽ r .s y e y e e drH 2g x 0 g x g rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x 0
X X1 e g x 0 1 e g xŽ . Ž .Ž . yŽ1 re .GŽ x .s e y y e y e3 3g x 0 g xg x 0 g xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
9x g 9 rŽ .
2 yŽ1re .GŽ r .q e e dr .H 3ž /g rŽ .Ž .x 0
The first bracket is the two-term truncation of an asymptotic power series
Ž Ž . .G x 0 , e resulting from contributions from the initial point. When x s
Ž . Ž Ž ..x 1 , G x 1 s 0 shows that the second term is the same truncation of
Ž Ž . .e G x 1 , e . In general,
t x ; e G x 0 , e y e G x , e eyŽ1 re .GŽ x . .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .e
For intermediate values of x, however, the second term is asymptotically
Ž . Ž Ž .negligible because G x ) 0. Note that cutoff functions or neutralizers
should be introduced to avoid the apparent complications occurring when
.x is an interior turning point where g becomes zero. Thus, it follows from
Ž . Ž .Eq. 34 that t x has the constant outer solutione
G x 0 , eŽ .Ž .
T e s 35Ž . Ž .
G x 0 , e y G x 1 , eŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .within x 0 - x - x 1 . Moreover, this shows that T e has a full power
series expansion
‘ g x 1Ž .Ž .
jT e ; T e sŽ . Ý j g x 1 y g x 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .js0
e g x 0 g x 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
q 2g x 1 y g x 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
g 9 x 0 g 9 x 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= y q ??? , 36Ž .2 2ž /g x 0 g x 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Ž .analogous to that anticipated for the viscous shock problem, although T e
Ž .is here constant with respect to x. Note that the O e term is not zero
2 Ž . Ž .unless g 9rg is equal at x 0 and x 1 .
Ž .Because the outer solution T e fails to satisfy the endpoint conditions
Ž Ž ..t x j s j, boundary layer corrections must be added to it at bothe
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..endpoints. Moreover, the prescribed signs of g x 0 and g x 1 suggest
that these corrections will be straightforward to obtain using the e-stretched
layer variables
x y x 0 x 1 y xŽ . Ž .
a s and b s .
e e
Ž .Thus, we seek a uniformly valid asymptotic solution t x ase
t x s T e q l a , e q r b , e , 37Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e
where l “ 0 as a “ ‘ and r “ 0 as b “ ‘. The linear differential
Ž . Ž .equation 33 then requires the initial layer correction l a , e to be a
decaying solution of the stretched initial value problem
d2 l dl
q g x 0 q ea s 0, l 0, e s yT e . 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 dada
It is simple to solve this stability problem for l using a power series
expansion in e . We find
l a , e s A a , e eyg Ž xŽ0..a ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž . jwhere A a , e ; Ý a a e for appropriate successively determinedjs0 j
Ž .polynomials a a . Analogously,j
r b , e s B b , e e g Ž xŽ1..b ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž . j Ž .where B b , e ; Ý b b e for polynomials b b selected so thatjs0 j j
Ž . Ž .b 0 s 1 y T and b 0 s yT for each j ) 0.0 0 j j
Ž . Ž .From the asymptotic behavior of t x , it follows that x t jumps frome e
Ž . Ž .the constant limit x 0 to the constant limit x 1 in a thin shock layer near
T . If we had directly attempted to find a phase plane solution of the0
Ž .quadratically nonlinear problem Eq. 32 by introducing ¤ s x, the trajec-Ç
dVŽ . Ž .tories V x would satisfy the linear equation e s g x V, so
dx
V x s eŽ1re .GŽ x .x 0Ž . Ž .Ç
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Ž . Ž . Ž x Ž1re .GŽ r . . Ž .and the relation x t s x 0 q H e dr x 0 implies thatÇxŽ0.
x 1 y x 0Ž . Ž .
x 0 s 39Ž . Ž .Ç xŽ1. Ž1re .GŽ r .H e drxŽ0.
Ž .is asymptotically negligible, as expected. Moreover, V x is maximized at
any turning point within the shock where G is maximized.
5. AN INTERMEDIATE CASE
Ž . Ž . sTo illustrate what happens when f x grows like x with 1 - s - 2, letÇ Ç
us consider the example
e x s yxx3r2 , x 0 s y1, x 1 s 1 q be 2 . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç
Ž .1r2Since the solution is monotonic, we multiply by 1r2 x and integrate toÇ
get
22 2 2e x s k y x ,Ž .Ç
1r2 Ž .'where k s e x c for the constant c e which is the unique zero of x.Ž .Ç Ä Ä
Separating variables again provides the implicit solution
2 x 1 x y k 4k 2
q ln s c y t . 41Ž . Ž .2 2 2ž /k x q kx y k e
Ž . 2Clearly, the shock layer variable is c y t re . Moreover, the boundary
Ž . Ž .values require k e and c e to satisfy the transcendental equations
2 1 1 y k 4k 2c
q ln s ,2 2k 1 q kk y 1 e
42Ž .2 2 22 1 q be 1 1 q be y k 4kŽ .
q ln s c y 1 .Ž .2 2 22 2 k 2 q be e1 q be y kŽ .
1 12 2These suggest that k ; 1 q e g , where c ; and c y 1 ; . Thus,
2g 2 b y g
1 2'Ž .g ; 1 q 2b " 1 q 4b . We pick the plus sign to get c s 1r2 when2
b s 0. Thus, the shock location
1
c e ;Ž .
2'1 q 2b q 1 q 4b
is now algebraically sensitive to small changes in the boundary values.
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6. EXTENSIONS
w xBohe 6 considers Dirichet problems for the more general nonau-Â
tonomous equation
e x s F t , x , x ’ g t , x f x q r t , x , x 43Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç Ç Ç
assuming that
› F r t , x , xŽ .Ç
< </ 0 and “ 0 as x “ ‘.Ç
› x f xŽ .Ç Ç
Ž .One might expect it possible to find a shock layer solution x t with limitse
satisfying
u t , 0 F t - T ,Ž .L 0x t “ 44Ž . Ž .e ½ u t , T - t F 1,Ž .R 0
where the limit functions u and u are, respectively, stable nonintersect-L R
ing solutions of the reduced problems
F t , u , u s 0, u 0 s x 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
45Ž .
F t , u , u s 0, u 1 s x 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
satisfying the stability conditions
› F › F
t , u , u ) 0 and t , u , u - 0Ž . Ž .Ç ÇL L R R› x › xÇ Ç
on 0 F t F T and T F t F 1, respectively. The jump location T is found0 0 0
as a root of
Ž .u tRJ t s g t , r dr s 0. 46Ž . Ž . Ž .H
Ž .u tL
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Ž .All is quite straightforward when J t s 0 has a unique root T where0
ÇŽ . Ž w x.J T / 0 cf., e.g., O'Malley 22 . The most interesting case occurs when0
Ž .J t ’ 0, so T remains undetermined without a more delicate analysis.0
7. THE LAGERSTROM]COLE MODEL
The quasilinear example
e x q xx y x s 0 47Ž .È Ç
has been extensively studied since the 1950s as an ODE model of the
Ž w x w x w x.Navier]Stokes equation cf. Cole 9 , Howes 15 , and Lagerstrom 19 .
The unique solution of the corresponding Dirichlet problem on 0 F t F 1
Ž .has different limiting solutions depending on the relationship of x 0 to
Ž .x 1 . They consist of the lines
u t ’ t q x 0 ,Ž . Ž .L
u t ’ 0,Ž .S 48Ž .
u t ’ t q x 1 q 1,Ž . Ž .R
Žconnected by thin endpoint boundary layers, thin corner layers when the
.lines intersect within the interval , or a thin interior shock between u andL
u . Because these limits all satisfy u s 0, they also happen to be exactÈR
Ž .solutions of Eq. 47 .
It is well known that a monotonic shock layer solution occurs when
x 0 - 0, x 1 ) x 0 q 1 and y1 y x 0 - x 1 - 1 y x 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
49Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Checking the sign of F s x shows that u t is stable for t - yx 0 , u tx L SÇ
Ž . Ž .is never stable, and u t is stable for t ) 1 y x 1 . The generalizedR
Rankine]Hugoniot condition
1Ž .u TL 0 2 2J T s r dr s u T y u T s 0 50Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 L 0 R 02Ž .u TR 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .requires u T s "u T , while the desired stability of u t and u tL 0 R 0 L R
requires us to select the minus sign. This uniquely determines the limiting
jump location
1T s 1 y x 0 y x 1 . 51Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 2
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Ž .Note that the restrictions Eq. 49 on the boundary values guarantee that
0 - T - 1,0
52Ž .
1u T s yu T s x 1 y x 0 y 1 ’ p ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R 0 L 0 02
1 1Ž . Ž .In particular, T s and u T s yu T s y in the symmetric0 R 0 L 02 2
Ž . Ž .situation when x 0 s y1 s yx 1 .
To determine the solution more explicitly within the shock layer, let us
introduce the local representation
x t s u k , e 53Ž . Ž . Ž .e
in terms of the natural stretched variable
k s t y T e re , 54Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .where the shock location T e is defined by
u 0, e s 0. 55Ž . Ž .
This requires u to satisfy
u q uu s e u 56Ž .kk k
on y‘ - k - ‘ as an asymptotic power series
‘
ju k , e ; u k eŽ . Ž .Ý j
js0
in e as well as the matching conditions that
u T e q ek s T e q ek q x 0 , as k “ y‘,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Lu k , e “Ž . ½ u T e q ek s T e q ek q x 1 y 1, as k “ q‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R
57Ž .
1 2Since u q u u s 0, integration from y‘ implies that u q u s0kk 0 0k 0k 02
2 Ž .p r2. Because u 0 s 0,0 0
u k s p tanh p kr2 58Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
provides the correct limit as k “ ‘. Then, u q u u q u u s u1kk 0 1k 1 0k 0
implies that
k
u q u u s p tanh p sr2 ds s 2 ln cosh p k r2 q c .Ž . Ž .Ž .H1k 0 1 0 0 0 1
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Letting k “ "‘,
1 " p T q k ; "p k y 2 ln 2 q 2 e. p0 k q cŽ .0 1 0 1
uniquely determines
T s 0 and c s 2 ln 2 q 1.1 1
2Ž .Using the integrating factor cosh p kr2 , we get0
k
2cosh p rr2Ž .0
u k s 2 ln cosh p rr2 dr q c dr 59Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 0 12cosh p kr2Ž .0 0
Ž .since u 0 s 0. Continuing in this way gives1
jy1
u q u u q u u s b ’ u y u u ,Ýjkk 0 jk j 0k jy1 jy1 jyp pk
ps1
so
k
u q u u s b s ds q cŽ .Hjk 0 j jy1 j
0
"‘ Ž .for each j ) 1. Letting k “ "‘, "p T s H b s ds q c . Since0 j 0 jy1 j
Ž . ‘ Ž .b is odd by induction, say , T s 0 and c s yH b s ds shows thatjy1 j j 0 jy1
T e ’ T ,Ž . 0
while the terms u are successively provided byj
k
2
‘cosh p rr2Ž .0
u k s y b s ds dr . 60Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hj jy12cosh p kr2Ž .0 r0
Ž .It is actually simpler especially computationally , however, to solve the
boundary value problem
2
e t0 q x t9 t9 y 1 s 0, t x j s j for j s 0 and 1, 61Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .for t x since the limiting solutione
t x s x y x 0 , x 0 F x - yp ,Ž . Ž . Ž .L 0
t x s T , yp - x - p ,Ž .S 0 0 0 62Ž .
t x s x y x 1 q 1, p - x F x 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .R 0
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consists of connected straight lines, so requires only local corner layers to
Ž .smooth the two jumps in t9 x at "p . For simplicity, we consider the0
Ž .shortened two-point problem for t x with boundary values
t 0 s T e and t x 1 s 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .The remaining problem to obtain t x on x 0 F x F 0 can be handled
analogously. Setting
x
t x s T e q s r dr 63Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .on 0 F x F x 1 , we must just determine s x ’ t9 x as the solution of the
separable first-order equation
e s9 q xs2 s y 1 s 0, 64Ž . Ž .
together with the auxiliary condition
Ž .x 1
s r dr s 1 y T e . 65Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .Recall that the anticipated solution s x is positive and such that
0, T F x - p ,0 0
s x s t9 x ;Ž . Ž . ½ 1, p - x F x 1 .Ž .0
Ž .Define K e by
s K e s 1r2Ž .Ž .
Ž .and integrate Eq. 64 to obtain
1 s 1
2 2h s ’ 2 y q ln s x y K ’ l. 66Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /s 1 y s 2e
This shows that s is a monotonic function
s s H lŽ .
of the stretched corner-layer variable l. Indeed, monotonicity guarantees
Ž .that K e is the unique root of the equation
r 2 y K 2 eŽ .Ž .x 1
H dr s 1 y T e .Ž .H ž /2e0
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For x ) K, l “ ‘ implies that s increases exponentially to 1 from below.
Likewise, for x - K, l “ y‘ implies that s “ 0 from above. As a result,
Ž .x 1
s r dr ; x 1 y K eŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .shows that K 0 s y1 q T q x 1 s p , as anticipated.0 0
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